FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND
VICE-PRESIDENT VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN Reform

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN Change/Vote for others

CINDY MCKINNIN AND ROSA CLEMENTE Change/Vote for others

ROGER CALERO AND ALEXIUS KENNEDY Socialism/Progress

RALPH NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ Independence

BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT Libertarian

CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE Constitution

U.S. SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE

DEAN BARKEY independent

NORM COLEMAN Republican

AL FRANKEN Democratic-Farmer-Labor

CHARLES ALDRICH Independent

JIM MUNICIPAL Democratic

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 5 VOTE FOR ONE

DAVID DILLON Republican

ERIK PAULSEN Republican

SHAWN MAMA Democrat-People’s Car

STATES OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 46B

TIM OLSON Republican

DEBA WHITLOW Democratic

JAMES HANCOOK Green

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Fills in vote on a constitutional amendment, will have the same effect as voting on the amendment.

To vote for or against constitutional amendments, please be present in the room 15 minutes before the vote 10:00 A.M. To vote for or against amendments, please be present in the room 30 minutes before the vote 10:00 A.M. for district 5.

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, COUNTRYSIDE, HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS

The Minnesota Constitution be amended to declare binding on all public and private waters, including rivers, lakes, wetlands, and soils, and wildlife to be the property of the state and to be used and enjoyed by all citizens and to be preserved in their natural state for the benefit of all.

YES

NO

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 279 (OSSIBO AREA SCHOOLS) VOTE FOR ONE

LAURA CUTTINGTON Independent

GERRA LUNT Independent

KIM ONSAY Independent

DEAN HENKE Independent

COLETTE GUENTHER-KEMPFL Independent

SHELLY KORBY Independent

WILLIAM P. ZIMBO Independent

JENNIFER DEJURNITT Independent

KEVIN Riemann Independent

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

VOTE FOR ONE"